
Aerodrome Operating Minimums (AOM) 
on Jeppesen Charts 

 

General 

The following concepts to determine Aerodrome Operating Minimums are used on Jeppesen 

charts for Landing and Take-off and indicated by a specific label. 

 

6 - No label 
No label indicates that the charted minimums are based on ECOMS. 
State supplied values are compared to ECOMS and the higher of the 
two is published.  

1 - TERPS  
Indicates that the charted minimums are based on TERPS change 20 
or later version. U.S. OPSPEC requirement for non-CDFA penalty 
applies. 

2 - Standard 

Indicates that the charted minimums are compliant with EU OPS 
(EASA Air OPS). State supplied values are compared to EU OPS and the 
higher of the two is charted. Standard AOM are shown in Europe, for 
EASA member States and other States which adopted the same or a 
similar AOM concept. 

3 - Military 
Indicates that the charted minimums have been supplied by a State 
Military. No comparison has been done to any other landing minimum 
criteria. 

4 - Tailored 
Indicates that the minimums or development criteria have been 
supplied to Jeppesen by the customer. 

5 - JAR-OPS 
Indicates that the charted minimums are compliant with JAR-OPS 1. 
State supplied values are compared to JAR-OPS 1 and the higher of 
the two is published. 

7 “C” 
Indicates that the charted Circle-To-Land minimums are based on 
TERPS 8260.3b change 21 or later version. Expanded circling approach 
areas apply. 



 

Landing Minimums 

All known authorized landing minimums and associated components out conditions are provided 

within the minimums section. Publication of landing minimums does not constitute authority for 

their use by all operators. Each individual operator is responsible for validating that the 

appropriate approval has been obtained for their use. 

 

Take-off Minimums 

Publication of Take-off minimums does not constitute authority for their use by all operators. 

Each individual operator is responsible for ensuring that the proper minimums are used based 

on authorization specific to their type of operation. 

 

 

Samples 

ECOMS 

 

TERPS 

 

EU OPS 

 



JAR OPS 

 

ECOMS 

 

EU OPS 

 

JAR OPS 

 
 



RWY Number for straight-in-landing

Procedure type (if more than one procedure is depicted minimums box)

Conditions to differentiate between options on the same procedure type

Descent limit, could be DA(H) or MDA(H) in ft (may depend on conditions and on aircraft category)

Approach Lighting conditions (First column with all lights on, all other with limited lighting or no lighting)

Horizontal visibility
- 1200m = RVR 1200m or VIS 1200m
- 3600m = VIS 3600m (most countries report RVR up to 1500m or 1800m)
- RVR 1500m VIS 1600m = RVR 1500m or VIS 1600m (depends on which value is reported by ATC, RVR or VIS)

Aircraft category



RWY Number for straight-in-landing

TERPS label indicates that the minimums are based on TERPS

Procedure type (if more than one procedure is depicted minimums box)

Conditions to differentiate between options on the same procedure type

Descent limit, could be DA(H) or MDA(H) in ft

Approach Lighting conditions (First column with all lights on (= FULL for ILS procedures), all 
other columns with limited lighting or no lighting)

Horizontal visibility
- RVR 18 or 3/8 = RVR 1800ft or VIS 3/8 sm
- 1 = VIS 1 sm
- RVR could  be as high as 6000ft and is depicted only if RVR reports are available
- VIS could be as high as 3 sm

Aircraft category



RWY Number for straight-in-landing

Standard label indicates that the minimums are based on EASA AIR OPS

Descent limit, could be DA(H) or MDA(H) in ft

Approach Lighting conditions (First column with all lights on, all other columns with limited 
lighting or no lighting)

Circling Minimums based on maximum circling speed for the aircraft category, Descent limit 
and Visibility

Horizontal visibility (depicted as RVR, VIS or CMV only if published by State, VIS conversion to 
CMV if ATC does not report RVR)

Aircraft category



RWY Number for straight-in-landing

JAR-OPS label indicates that the minimums are based on JAR-OPS

Descent limit, could be DA(H) or MDA(H) in ft

Approach Lighting conditions (First column with all lights on, all other columns with limited 
lighting or no lighting)

Circling Minimums based on maximum circling speed for the aircraft category, Descent limit 
and Visibility, depending on conditions

Horizontal visibility (depicted as RVR, VIS or CMV only if published by State, VIS conversion to 
CMV if ATC does not report RVR)

Aircraft category



Take-off Minimums

Take-off minimums, based on JAR-OPS. This does not mean that the operator has to have an 
approval to operate according to JAR OPS 1.

Take-off minimums for FAR-121 operators. FAR 121 take-off minimums were shown on most 
international airports in the past.

Approach Lighting conditions and additional requirements. LVP means Low Visibility 
Procedures and was under JAR OPS a requirement for operations in RVR below 400m. Some 
States have similar procedures but do not call it LVP.

Take-off visibilities (If RVR is not reported, the pilot may determine RVR when the aircraft is in 
take-off position on the runway.)
- 200m = RVR 200m or VIS 200m
- (150m) = RVR 150m or VIS 150m is only applicable if TDZ RVR is supplemented by RVR 

reports at Mid or Rollout end.
- TDZ, Mid and Rollout specify the RVR reporting points.

Aircraft category or number of engines to differentiate between the specific take-off 
minimums.



Take-off Minimums and in some cases a requirement note for specific operators.

Take-off minimums, based on JAR-OPS. This does not mean that the operator has to have an 
approval to operate according to JAR OPS 1. JAR OPS 1 is simply the regulation which is 
applicable for the State of the aerodrome.

Approach Lighting conditions and additional requirements. LVP means Low Visibility 
Procedures and was under JAR OPS a requirement for operations in RVR below 400m. Some 
States have similar procedures but do not call it LVP. Only “Approved Operators” are allowed 
to use take-off minimums from the first column.

Take-off visibilities (If RVR is not reported, the pilot may determine RVR when the aircraft is in 
take-off position on the runway.) JAR OPS 1 used the term “RVR/VIS” for take-off visibility 
values.
- 200m = RVR 200m or VIS 200m

Aircraft categories are used to differentiate between the specific take-off minimums.
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